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M I N U T E S 

 
 
Attendees:  Joanne Johnson, Wyndle Kinney, Robert Hunter, Trevor Ronholm, Stacey Hron, Jennifer Field, TJ, Nerissa Sperling 
    

Topic Responsible 
Party 

Discussion/Outcome 

   
 

1. Laptop Rentals Joanne  Would like to reduce the laptop fee for the summer semester from $375 to $250 because 
the summer semester is 6 weeks shorter than the Spring and Fall. Committee approved. 

2. Laptop Rentals Joanne  A student suggested having a lesser rental fee for a student when they only need to rent 
a laptop for an hour.  It was decided not to do this because we don’t want to promote the 
rental’s and because of the time it takes for filling out the form, etc. Not approved. 

3. Universal Power 
Supplies 

Joanne  A student suggested purchasing some universal power supplies for students to check out 
if they forget their power supply at home.  It was decided not to do this because if the 
student’s laptop got damaged due to the power supply not being compatible, then the 
college would be responsible to replace the laptop. Not approved. 

4. Old Recycle PC’s Trevor It was asked what is done with the student purchased laptop or desktops after they are 
recycled.  On the TRF campus they go into other labs and the real old ones get put in the 
annual rummage sale. Does money from the rummage sale get used to purchase 
something for student use? No, because the money is so minimal that it’s not worth the 
time it would take the business office employees to assign the money to each 
department. 
What is being done with the old mobile lab computers on the EGF campus? They are still 



in IT and are used for students. The ones that are no longer operational may go to Don 
Fischer for his computer maintenance class for students to work on. 

5. Survey Stacey It was decided to put out another survey to students this summer. We went over the 
questions and discussed which ones to keep, eliminate, reword or ones to add. #3 the 
netmail question was removed, #4 we should make a list of training ideas and but the 
comment line at the end. Trevor suggested getting some help from Paul Werner on ideas 
on how to formulate the questions. Stacey will make the changes and then send them to 
Paul for review.  Trevor will talk with Paul in class today. 

6. Prizes for Survey? Stacey It was decided to give out 5 flash drives per campus. Joanne and Stacey will purchase 
them. 

7. ’09 Accomplishments Stacey We went over the 2009 accomplishments. It was mentioned that there weren’t very many 
new accomplishments done this year. It was agreed we need to get more ideas from 
students. Trevor will talk with some students. Joanne suggested some software for the 
student use computers. 

8. Symantec purchase  It was discussed that a new antivirus software needs to be purchased because Symantec 
is no longer being installed on student laptops on the EGF campus because it doesn’t do 
a good job protecting the students computers from viruses which increases the number 
of infected laptops for IT to clean or reimage. 

9. Student Netmail  Students don’t use netmail much because it’s confusing and they don’t like it’s format. 
Stacey said a new update has recently come in and hopefully that will make some 
positive changes. 

10. Printing cost Robert Some students have to print a lot of paper for their classes and so it was asked if we 
could up the free amount from 400 to 600 or can certain programs get more than others. 
Raising the free amount to 600 is better because it’s too time consuming to go in and add 
different amounts depending on the program.  It was suggested that we push for faculty 
to go Green and start using D2L, email or review the document in class on the student’s 
computer when completed. Trevor was going to talk with Anne regarding this. The 
printing fee for the student technology fee committee will increase when we up the paper 
count to 600. 

   
 

 


